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Abstract:

Technologies for property level flood protection are slowly entering the market. These technologies are compatible with the EU slogan “Living with the Floods”. Automatic flood barriers are normally hidden below floor level and deploy by themselves closing the opening through which flood water might enter a property and cause damage. A patent was recently granted for a new method and product for a self-operated flood barrier, called AquaFragma. AquaFragma is hidden under the floor during normal use, allowing unobstructed passage of people and vehicles. Flood water entering the space in which the barrier is hidden urges the gate, through a buoyant body, to rotate upwards. The gate turns to upright position before flood water reaches floor level, thus providing flood protection without the need to have side walls or deep excavations. The patent was granted by the UK Intellectual Property Office and the process continues for Europe wide protection through the EPO (European Patent Office). Lessons learned through this lengthy and costly process will be discussed at the meeting.
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